SBAA

TRACK UNIFORM DEPOSIT FORM

I, _________________________________________, as the parent of a child that is
participating in CYO Track at St Barnabas for the spring (year) season, understand that I am
submitting a deposit check in the amount of $100.00 for each child participating, made payable
to SBAA to ensure the proper care and timely return of the uniform after the completion of the
season. I also understand that the check will not be cashed until after the deadline for return
has passed or in the event the uniform is returned damaged. As a parent of the participating
child, I also agree to the following terms:
1. Uniform Care
a. The uniform will never be placed in the dryer; it will be hung to dry.
b. The uniform will never be washed using bleach.
c. The uniform will be washed in cold water only.
2. Uniform Return – In years past, significant costs have been incurred by SBAA for the
replacement of uniforms that were not returned or were returned damaged. In order to
prevent these costs in the future, the following uniform return policy has been
instituted and will be strictly enforced:
a. The uniform will be returned to SBAA, usually at the end of the year cross
country banquet through the Cross Country coach/coordinator (Karen
Willkomm) or the Uniform Coordinator (Linda Farrell). There will be at least one
more turn-in opportunity after the end of the season banquet.
b. For uniforms returned between the end of the year banquet and one week later,
the deposit check will be destroyed (shredded) upon the return of the uniform.
c. If the uniform is NOT returned on or before one week after the end of the
season banquet, then the deposit check will be cashed on that date and 90% of
the deposit will be refunded.
d. For uniforms returned after a week following the end of the season banquet,
75% of the deposit will be refunded.
e. In the event the uniform is returned damaged, the entire deposit check will be
utilized for the purchase of a replacement uniform
3. In the event a deposit check is returned for insufficient funds, a $25.00 returned check
fee will be incurred.
_____________________________________
__________________
Signature
Date
Child/Children’s
name(s):_______________________________________________________________________
Child #1 singlet size _____ warm-up jacket # & size _______ warm-up pants # & size_______ Child’s Name and grade: _________________
Child #2 singlet size _____ warm-up jacket # & size _______ warm-up pants # & size_______ Child’s Name and grade:___ ______________
Child #3 singlet size _____ warm-up jacket # & size _______ warm-up pants # & size_______ Child’s Name and grade:_________________

